Serie 370

Ultimate versatility and ergonomics

- advanced 2-component handle design for highest comfort at the toughest jobs
- 373 with removable strong bit-holder in stainless steel sleeve, doubles as power-tool accessory
- 374 with pro ratchet (max torque > 24Nm)
- 376 with extra long shaft

Be prepared for all challenges - with the best professional magazine screwdriver!

More than screwdrivers and bits

- patented telescopic magazine with magnetic housing for secure storage and easy access to bits
- 8 high performance bits (C6.3 x 25mm) of the most common drive types and sizes

Felo is the leading manufacturer of screwdriver systems based on interchangeable blades, and one of the premier German manufacturers of high quality screwdriving tools.

A large and growing number of patents are proof of the innovative power behind the unique Felo assortment.

When you’re in a tight spot

Series 370 offers the perfect screwdriver for situations where your toolbox is out of reach.

Suitable for all standard bits!

Innovative products from professionals for professionals

www.felo.com

Operating from a tradition going back to the year 1887, the company today is run by the 5th generation of family principles of the founding father: the development and production of innovative tools of the highest quality.

Worldwide the name Felo stands for unique innovative, unsurpassed quality.

Made in Germany

Always one step ahead...

The pioneers in development of interchangeable screwdriver blade systems

15 years Felo guarantee against material defects and manufacturing faults.
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Uniquely functional and sensationally versatile for all operations on electrical appliances! Safety guaranteed.

Felo E-smart

■ screwdriver and T-handle in one
■ assortment covers the widest range of applications
■ 1/4" standard hex-shank for unlimited variations
■ 2-component handle with pleasantly soft grip; outer material for highest torque, anti-roll handle shape
■ ergonomically refined design

The classics:
compact workshops for screws

replacing up to 72 individual tools

■ blades made from high performance bit steel. Hardness / max. torque up to 100% above DIN/ISO specs.
■ tested for safety
■ all components can be bought individually

12 interchangeable IEC screwdriver blades with 2-component handle neatly arranged in a sturdy box
■ safety tool certified according DIN EN 60900 - each blade individually tested to 10,000 Volts
■ state-of-the-art ergonomic grip, 2-component handle

Felo smart

■ automatic lock for secure fit of blades
■ for all screws in electrical installation and power distribution
■ precision cap and soft-grip zone for low-torque application

The special advantage:
T-handle function for high torque

Felo smart II

Felo smart Mechanic

The special advantage:
T-handle function for high torque

■ 12 interchangeable IEC screwdriver blades with 2-component handle neatly arranged in a sturdy box
■ safety tool certified according DIN EN 60900 - each blade individually tested to 10,000 Volts
■ state-of-the-art ergonomic grip, 2-component handle

Felo smart pouch

Felo smart pouch

Felo smart II

Felo smart Mechanic
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